




ADVANCED SCANNING SPEED   200mm* laser line 
Decreased number of scan passes on the part given to max 200 mm laser line*
Faster movement of the 3D scanner assured by the increased frequency
Acquisition speed of 600,000 points/sec, allowing to quickly get the dense point cloud*
Ergonomic “push and pull” handle, providing a fabulous scanning efficiency

HIGH RESOLUTION  25µm*  AND HIGH ACCURACY  9µm*    
2,000 points per laser line for a high resolution level*
Optimal accuracy, even on shiny reflective surfaces, due to blue laser fineness 
Temperature compensation of the 3D scanner to avoid pre-heating and to maintain a 
constant accuracy 

EASE OF USE
Scan longer owing to the 3D scanner lightness (weight less than 400 g)
Reach and scan the hard-to-access zones of each part, thanks to compactness
Visualize precisely the ideal scanning distance with the LED indicator
Remove the scanner rapidly and without any tool to accelerate the probe mounting

Software used for probing and scanning:
Polyworks, Metrolog, Geomagic, PowerInspect, Capps, etc

EYES
SKYLINE SKYLINE SKYLINE

To better capture reality, keep 
“EYES WIDE OPEN”

OPEN

catches the eye on the most 
challenging parts and 

applications

is open to any kind of 
project and application

THE MOST ACCURATE THE MOST AFFORDABLE

WIDE

is wide-awake to scan large 
surfaces at high speed

THE FASTEST

Skyline scanners integrate high level technologies developped by Kreon for more than 25 
years. In addition to their outstanding performance, they are reliable, stable, robust and 
suitable for most working environments.

Based on the same technological platform, Skyline 3D scanners are performed in three 
models: the Skyline Eyes, Wide and Open.

A THREE SCANNERS’ RANGE

Eyes
Wide
Open

SKYLINE 

Scan rate

Find out specifications at the next page

Speed ResolutionAccuracy

*maximum values depending on the Skyline scanner model
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